
How to adjust the shower valve timing. 

To adjust the amount of time the valve is open, use the enclosed allen wrench. Insert this allen 

wrench into the small hole in the front of the valve push button.  

The small allen wrench supplied for adjusting the time is 1.25 mm, or .050", or 1/20". (This size is 

not found in any standard Allen wrench sets, Metric or SAE, so don't throw it away or lose it!) 

There is a small adjustment screw in the hole that is located on the front of the valve push 

button, when turned this will adjust the time.  

Turning the allen wrench left is longer, meaning the valve will stay open longer, allowing for 

more time the water is running. Right is shorter, meaning the valve will stay open for a shorter 

period of time, reducing the amount of time water is running. Keep in mind, one full turn is 

about 5 seconds of time adjustment.  

How to replace a valve cartridge. 

Turn off the water and relieve the pressure in the system, loosen the top & bottom allen head 

retaining screws at the back of the valve body to allow the cartridge to slide out. 

Remove the 2 turning stubs, remove the 2 allen head set screws that hold the collar, remove the 

collar, and pull the cartridge out.  

Using an adjustable wrench, remove the threaded steel sleeve from the old cartridge. Apply 

plumber's grease to all rubber seals and O-rings including under the perforated plastic end 

cover on the new cartridge. Thread the steel sleeve onto the new cartridge hand tight and install 

the prepped cartridge into the valve body.  

Tighten the rear retaining screws, install the collar and set screws, install the turning stubs, and 

turn on the water. 

PLEASE NOTE: If hot is cold and cold is hot, the cartridge is in upside down. Turn off the water, 

remove the cartridge, turn it 180°, reinstall it and turn the water on. Adjust the time using the 

enclosed allen wrench, inserted into the small hole in the front of the valve button. See time 

adjustment instructions above. 


